MANDARIN CHINESE INTERPRETER – UNITED STATES
Good World Solutions is an award-winning social enterprise recognized by the Gratitude
Network, Tech Awards, Global Social Benefit Institute, GSMA Global Mobile Awards and Ethical
Corporation’s Responsible Business Awards. We build transparency across global supply chains
by implementing affordable, scalable web and mobile technologies. Our solutions monitor
working conditions, track social impact, promote fair wages and communicate directly with
workers at the base-of-the-pyramid.
Laborlink, our flagship product, translates worker voices into actionable analytics that enable
socially responsible supply chains. Surveys are designed to improve workers’ lives by giving
workers an anonymous feedback channel on working conditions, job satisfaction and worker
needs, and by tracking the effectiveness of Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) programs. In a
few short years, Laborlink has reached over 600,000 workers in 16 countries, including China
and India, giving respondents an anonymous reporting channel and giving companies real-time
data from their supply chains. We aim to reach 1 million workers by 2018.
OVERVIEW OF POSITION
We are searching for a part-time interpreter to translate English to Mandarin and Mandarin to
English as our staff trains factory workers on how to take our Laborlink surveys. A fast-paced
organization with a small staff, we are looking for a self-starter who can hit the ground running.
RESPONSIBILITIES:
- Translate English to Mandarin to workers as our field staff instructs factory workers on how
to take Laborlink surveys
- Translate Mandarin to English questions that are received from factory workers for our
staff to answer questions
REQUIREMENTS:
- Fluency in Mandarin Chinese
- Exceptional written and verbal communication skills in English; other languages a plus
- High school diploma, B.A. degree preferred
- Prior knowledge of factory auditing, corporate social responsibility (CSR), impact
investment, ICT4D and/or global supply chain management a plus
TIME COMMITMENT:

May be arranged as part-time or as-needed basis

LOCATION:

United States, preferably New York, New York

COMPENSATION:

Day rate plus travel/costs expense reimbursement
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TO APPLY:

Send a CV and cover letter to dngo@goodworldsolutions.org. Please
include “United States Translator” as the email subject. Only select
candidates will be contacted and interviewed.
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